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E-mail address: clblake@illinois.eduMassive increases in electronically available text have spurred a variety of natural language processing
methods to automatically identify relationships from text; however, existing annotated collections com-
prise only bioinformatics (gene–protein) or clinical informatics (treatment–disease) relationships. This
paper introduces the Claim Framework that reﬂects how authors across biomedical spectrum communi-
cate ﬁndings in empirical studies. The Framework captures different levels of evidence by differentiating
between explicit and implicit claims, and by capturing under-speciﬁed claims such as correlations, com-
parisons, and observations. The results from 29 full-text articles show that authors report fewer than
7.84% of scientiﬁc claims in an abstract, thus revealing the urgent need for text mining systems to con-
sider the full-text of an article rather than just the abstract. The results also show that authors typically
report explicit claims (77.12%) rather than an observations (9.23%), correlations (5.39%), comparisons
(5.11%) or implicit claims (2.7%). Informed by the initial manual annotations, we introduce an automated
approach that uses syntax and semantics to identify explicit claims automatically and measure the
degree to which each feature contributes to the overall precision and recall. Results show that a combi-
nation of semantics and syntax is required to achieve the best system performance.
 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
In April 2008, the NIH introduced the Public Access Policy to
implement the Consolidated Appropriations Act (2008), which
states that ‘‘The Director of the National Institute of Health shall re-
quire that all investigators funded by the NIH submit or have sub-
mitted for them to the National Library of Medicine’s PubMed
Central an electronic version of their ﬁnal, peer-reviewed manu-
scripts upon acceptance for publication, to be made publicly avail-
able no later than 12 months after the ofﬁcial date of publication:
Provided, That the NIH shall implement the public access policy in
a manner consistent with copyright law.” [1, p. 1429].
Although this policy ensures access to full-text articles, the
quantity of information far exceeds our human processing capac-
ity. Consider that even before the policy, MEDLINE comprised more
than 17 million abstracts and, to their credit, the National Library
of Medicine (NLM) continues to add 12,000 new abstracts each
week. Collated databases that capture information from a collec-
tion of articles can reduce information overload by providing scien-
tists with the main ﬁndings reported in an article. For example,
annotators participating in the Gene Ontology (GO) project
(www.geneontology.org) assign concepts from an ontology com-ll rights reserved.prising cellular components, biological processes, and molecular
functions to published articles. In addition, GO annotators can as-
sign evidence codes such as inferred from experiment, a direct as-
say, physical interaction, mutant phenotype, genetic interaction,
and expression pattern. As with Medical Subject Headings (MeSH)
that are assigned by NLM staff, GO annotations do not specify the
location of the concept or evidence within an abstract. In contrast
to GO codes and MeSH, the GENIA project (www.tsujii.is.s.u-to-
kyo.ac.jp/GENIA/home) provides the location of concepts within
the text which can be immensely useful when developing natural
language processing methods that identify concepts and relation-
ships automatically.
This research takes three departures from existing annotation
and automated information extraction efforts. First, rather than
focusing on relationships between pre-identiﬁed concepts, a gen-
eral model of scientiﬁc communication is introduced. Such an
extension is critical if to achieve the goal of bridging between ﬁnd-
ings reported across the spectrum of biomedical informatics rather
than within the sub-disciplines of either bioinformatics or clinical
informatics. This paper focuses exclusively on the degree to which
the Claim Framework reﬂects communication in empirical studies
in biomedicine, but the long term goal is to bridge to disciplines
beyond biomedicine, such as chemistry.
Second, the Claim Framework reﬂects differentiates between
explicit and implicit claims and under-speciﬁed claims such as
174 C. Blake / Journal of Biomedical Informatics 43 (2010) 173–189observations, correlations, and comparisons. Such distinctions will
become increasingly important as we shift from a paradigm of
information extraction to one of information synthesis, where sys-
tems must integrate ﬁndings from multiple, and potentially con-
ﬂicting study ﬁndings.
Third, relationships in the entire article text is considered,
rather than just the abstract. At this time there are only two other
efforts that have explored relationship extraction text from beyond
an abstract, and both cases consider only genes–protein relation-
ships (see Section 2). Although other efforts have identiﬁed sen-
tences within the full-text of a document, the efforts stop short
of identifying relationships.
This paper tests two working hypotheses (1) that the Claim
Framework accurately reﬂects how scientists communicate their
ﬁndings, and (2) that explicit claims within the Claim Framework
can be identiﬁed automatically. From an informatics perspective,
automatically populating the Claim Framework would support ad-
vances in a variety of information tools, such as to extend litera-
ture-based discovery [2] by explaining why a transitive
connection should provide a promising new drug therapy; multi-
document summarization [3] by balancing the quality of evidence
provided for conﬂicting claims; question answering by unifying
evidence before providing an answer (such as hierarchical question
answering [4]); information retrieval by enabling users to articu-
late their information needs as a scientiﬁc claim rather than key-
words (in much the same way as queries are posed in the 2007
Genomics track of Text Retrieval Conference (TREC) [5]); and scien-
tiﬁc discovery systems by identifying areas with a high degree of
uncertainty, thus revealing where further work is required.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes work that
most closely relates to the contributions of this paper. Section 3
introduces the Claim Framework. My ﬁrst hypothesis is that the
Claim Framework reﬂects how authors describe a claim in a full-
text published article. Section 4 describes the annotation effort
used to validate the ﬁrst hypothesis, and Section 5 provides the re-
sults of the veriﬁcation including a descriptive analysis of the
annotations, and inter-rater reliability. The second hypothesis is
that claims made in a full-text scientiﬁc article can be identiﬁed
automatically by using a dependency grammar representation of
the text. Section 6 describes the system to populate explicit claims
in the Claim Framework automatically, and Section 7 provides per-
formance results for each facet of the automated approach using
precision and recall. Section 8 summarizes the insights gained
from this project and directions for future work.2. Related work
The ﬁrst set of related work concerns annotations provided for
biomedical literature. The Gene Ontology (GO) Consortium
(www.geneontology.org) is a collaborative effort that provides
manual annotations related to cellular components, biological pro-
cesses and molecular functions of genes. Of the ﬁve relationships in
the Gene Ontology, regulates, positively_regulates and nega-
tively_regulates are most similar to the Claim Framework, but as
these examples demonstrate, much of GO is speciﬁc to the subﬁeld
of bioinformatics. As with the GO project, the Claim Framework
also captures the level of evidence but my goal is to articulate evi-
dence categories that generalize across the broader ﬁeld of bio-
medical informatics, and indeed to any area of scientiﬁc enquiry.
The annotations in the GENIA (www.tsujii.is.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/
GENIA/home) project were initially entities such as genes and pro-
teins, but in January 2008, the project started annotate events,
which are similar to the claims explored in this paper. The GENIA
collection currently considers more sentences than in this paper
(9372 versus 5538); but the GENIA collection considers only ab-stracts and this paper considers the full-text of an article. More
importantly, GENIA considers only events that relate to genes
and proteins [6] and my goal is to identify scientiﬁc claims.
The second area of related work identiﬁes relationships from
biomedical literature. Zhou and He’s recent article in JBI [7] pro-
vides a comprehensive review of research into automated relation-
ship extraction, which is primarily concerned with identify gene
and protein relationships. Another rich resource for existing work
is papers written for the Learning Language in Logic (LLL) Chal-
lenge, where natural language processing researchers compete
for the best method to identify gene–protein relationships from
MEDLINE abstracts [8]. The automated approach in this paper uses
the same sentence structure as is used by the RelEx system that
identiﬁes genes and proteins [9]; however, rather than apply tight
constraints to terminal nodes, such as RelEx where terminal nodes
must be a gene or a protein [9] or in Rosario and Hearst where ter-
minal nodes must be a treatment or disease [10,11], the approach
in this paper only requires that the lexico-syntactic path include a
directionality or causation term. Thus, the approach in this paper is
more similar to ARBITER, a computer program that identiﬁes bind-
ing relationships from text [12], which was developed as part of
the Semantic Knowledge Representation Project [13]. In subse-
quent work, Fiszman et al. expand the number of semantic types
considered and experiment with 300 sentences drawn from MED-
LINE abstracts [14]. The comparisons considered in the latter study
are akin to the comparison category in the Claim Framework.
In addition to research that speciﬁcally explores biomedicine,
the natural language processing community has independently
been working on a variety of methods that combine semantic
and syntax features to identify relationships. The approaches vary
from manually created regular expressions [15], through to ma-
chine learning [16], but much of the automation work has been in-
spired by automatic labeling of semantic roles that was ﬁrst
introduced by Gildea and Jurafsky [17] and is the special issue to-
pic of the June 2008 issue of Computational Linguistics [18].
The explicit category in the Claim Framework relates closely to
previous work on identifying causality relationships, such as Khoo
et al.’s work [19] on newspaper texts and a subsequent study on
medical abstracts [20]. The latter study was evaluated using 200
annotated abstracts in four medical areas (depression, schizophre-
nia, heart disease and AIDS) and considered causes (akin to agent),
effects (akin to object), modality (akin to modiﬁers) and polarity
(akin to directionality) [20]. Although the Khoo et al. annotations
are the closest to the Claim Framework presented here, their model
does not distinguish between explicit and implicit claims, nor does
it capture under-speciﬁed claims such as observations, correla-
tions, and comparisons.
Cromie’s distinction between direct and indirect causatives [21,
p. 172] are most similar to the explicit and implicit categories
within the Claim Framework. The approach proposed in this paper
characterizes verbs, which is consistent with much of the previous
work on detecting causality [19,20,22–24]. Explicit claims are also
similar to the cause and effect relationships explored by Price and
Delcambre [15], and the simple, resultative, and instrumental
causatives explored by Girju and Moldovan [25].
Although researchers frequently use full-text biomedical arti-
cles in information retrieval experiments, few studies have ex-
plored relationship extraction within the body of an article.
Huang et al. started with 50 full-text articles, but their experiments
used only the 1200 sentences that contain two proteins and the
terms inhibit or bind [26]. Saric et al. considered 5075 PubMed Cen-
tral articles [27], but only 133 of the 158 relations proposed by
their approach, satisﬁed their deﬁnition of a phosphorylation,
dephosphorylation or expression regulation.
There has been a small amount of work that identiﬁes ﬁndings at
a sentence levelwithin the full-text of an article. For example Purcell
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cles, case reports and review articles, and then validated the model
by asking annotators to identify sentences or blocks of text that con-
tained each context [28]. Of the proposed contexts, experimental
ﬁndings (clinical research articles), case ﬁndings (case report), re-
viewed outcomes and relevant outcomes (review articles) are most
similar to theClaimFrameworkand thekappa statistic for those con-
texts was 0.79, 0.77, 0.12 and 0.00, respectively. The Claim Frame-
work was developed with empirical studies in mind, but is not
limited to clinical studies. For example one of the annotated articles
[29] reportedﬁndings fromrats rather thanpeople. Themore impor-
tant difference is that the Claim Framework captures the agents and
objects of the claim rather than annotating the entire sentence. For
example, Purcell et al. would annotate the sentence ‘‘This study
showed that Tamoxifen reduces the breast cancer risk”, whereas
the Claim Frameworkwould capture Tamoxifen as the agent, reduces
as the change and breast cancer risk as the object.
Florance also developed frames of an article that relate to the
clinical setting, but her four clinical frames – pre-diagnostic, diag-
nosis, treatment, and learning were derived from physician ques-
tions [30] rather than based on the publication types in [28]. As
with the Claim Framework, each frame includes a facet related to
the quality of evidence, but in contrast to the work presented in
this paper, Florance did not provide a method to populate the
framework automatically.
Teufel and Moens [31] provide another example of sentence le-
vel annotations within full-text articles, but in contrast to Purcell,
sentences are categorized into the following rhetorical status cate-
gories: aim, textual (statements about the section structure), own,
background, contrast (with previous work), basis (agreement with
previous work) and other. The Claim Framework is orthogonal to
their framework in that my goal is not to indicate how the results
of a study relate to previous work, but rather the actual agents and
objects and the nature of change reported in the current article;
thus the Claim Framework would typically apply to Teufel and
Moens’ own, contrast, basis and other categories.
The proposed automated approach is informed by theoretical
work in linguistics, such as Harris who stated that ‘‘we have in sci-
ence language something new: a number of different sentence
types distinguished by their word classes, but all having the same
operator argument, i.e. subject–verb–object structure” [32, p. 292]
and Fillmore who stated that ‘‘The sentence in its basic structure
consists of a verb and one or more noun phrases, each associated
with the verb in a particular case relation” [33, p. 21]. Harris’s no-
tion that operators carry evidentiality meaning [32, p. 293] also
strongly inﬂuenced the Claim Framework development. The pro-
posed approach to populate the Claim Framework automatically
is inﬂuenced by Fillmore’s emphasis on the implicit and presuppo-
sitional levels of communication associated with verbs [34] and
the FrameNet project (www.icsi.berkeley.edu/~framenet), which
is based on extensions to Fillmore’s earlier work. The approach
proposed in this paper extends Fillmore’s verb categories to con-
sider verbs from a large collection of full-text documents in bio-
medicine, speciﬁcally the Genomics Track of the Text Retrieval
Conference (TREC) [35].
In summary, this paper extends the current literature by mod-
eling how an author communicates ﬁndings from a scientiﬁc arti-
cle, both in the abstract and the body of an article and
differentiates between explicit and implicit claims, comparisons,
observations and correlations.3. The Claim Framework
The ﬁrst goal of this research is to characterize the way in which
an author communicates a scientiﬁc claim. This section describesthe proposed Claim Framework using illustrative examples as is
the tradition in linguistics [33,34]. The initial Claim Framework
was developed via introspection and then veriﬁed through the pi-
lot and main studies reported in Section 4.3.1. Deﬁnitions and scope
The dictionary deﬁnition of claim – ‘to assert in the face of pos-
sible contradiction’ [36], accurately describes how a scientist com-
municates in published literature. Of particular value to other
scientists are causal claims that capture ‘something that brings
about an effect or a result’[36]. The term ‘causal’ is not used in this
paper because of the difﬁculty in establishing a true causal rela-
tionship, and because even speculative claims can advance scien-
tiﬁc enquiry.
Information related to a claim is captured in four facets – two
concepts, a change, and the basis of the claim. A concept is a set
of n terms (nP 1) that can reﬂect an abstract or concrete idea
within a scientiﬁc domain. The proposed annotation scheme does
not require that all words in a concept be stated consecutively in
a sentence; for example the phrase ‘‘ovarian and breast cancer” in-
cludes two concepts, ovarian cancer where the word ovarian and
cancer are not consecutive, and breast cancer. Concepts may play
different roles in a claim, where the agent role reﬂects the concept
that has initiated change, and the object role reﬂects a concept that
has undergone a transformation. For brevity, the terms agent and
object will be used in the remainder of the paper. In contrast, a
claim can have only one nature of change which reﬂects how the
stated agent inﬂuences the object. Although the number of change
terms can be more than 1, the results from this study suggest that
authors typically use only one word to describe the nature of the
change. The basis of a claim captures what the author measured
to demonstrate their claim.
The Claim Framework comprises ﬁve categories: explicit claims,
implicit claims, correlations, comparisons, and observations. The
categories are deﬁned by how many of the four facets are provided
by an author, for example the explicit claim category requires two
concepts that play the role of an agent and an object. The author
must also state the nature of the change, but need not provide
the basis of the claim. A correlation also reports two concepts,
but the relationship between them is not that A changes B, but
rather that they are correlated so the role of agent and object are
not provided. Table 1 provides a summary of the required facets
and Sections 3.2–3.6 provide a detailed description and examples
of each category.
In addition to the four facets, annotators can assign directional-
ity such as increases or decreases to any agent, object, or change. To
capture non-core information, annotators can identifymodiﬁers for
any agent, object, or change. An author can report more than one
claim in a sentence, and the results from this study suggest that
authors frequently do. However, each claim is captured separately
to maximize subsequent inference opportunities. Claims that can
span sentences are beyond the scope of this experiment, in part be-
cause the experimental design required that sentences be drawn at
random. Thus all information pertinent to a claim must be within
the same sentence.
Even though this paper does provide a method to populate one
of the Framework components automatically, the primary purpose
of this paper is to introduce and verify the Claim Framework. Thus,
I have used a canonical form of the Framework in Table 1 with spe-
ciﬁc examples in Sections 3.2–3.6 to separate the Framework from
the task of populating categories within the Framework automati-
cally. With that said, Fig. 1 shows an example of surface level pat-
terns that a system could use to identify an explicit claim (one of
the four categories) automatically.
Table 1
Summary of the Claim Framework.
Category Concept A Concept B Nature of change Claim basis
1. Explicit claim Requires that concept A play an agent role Requires that concept B play an object role Required Optional
2. Implicit claim Requires that concept A play an agent role Requires that concept B play an object role Optional Optional
3. Correlation Required Required Required Optional
4. Comparison Required Required Required Required
5. Observation Not applicable Required Required Optional
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claims. A good author places the work in context by citing related
work, and describes the experimental conditions under which the
study was conducted. The current version of the Claim Framework
does not capture related work or experimental conditions, even
though both would be helpful to the reader when interpreting
the stated claims. Also beyond the scope of this paper is the meth-
od used to resolve differences between claims identiﬁed from a
collection of articles.3.2. Explicit claims
Explicit claims provide the most precise information with re-
spect to scientiﬁc enquiry because an author must provide the
agent that initiated the change, the object on which the change
takes place and the nature of the change. Sentence 1 expresses
two explicit claims. The ﬁrst claim is that glycineagent pre-
ventedchange [Wy-14643-stimulated superoxide production]object.
The second claim is that [Kupffer cells]agent produceschange [Wy-
14643-stimulated superoxide]object. In this sentence the author
used both active and passive tense when communicating his claim.
The sentence is typical because authors frequently make more than
one claim in a sentence.
(1) Indeed, glycine prevented Wy-14643-stimulated superoxide
production by Kupffer cells.
The nature of the change can take a variety of forms such as in-
cites, leads to, binds, due to, and produces. In sentence 2 authors
indicate change using the phrase due to. The agent in sentence 2
is apoptosis, and the object on which the change occurs is RAPA
on DC maturation. Sentence 2 provides a clue about how scientists
indicate directionality in a claim; in this case the change was due
to increased apoptosis, which would be annotated as the agent
directionality. Similarly inhibitorywould be annotated as the object
directionality, where the object is RAPA on DC maturation. The
Claim Framework also enables annotators to store the direction
of the change, such as increases or decreases, but sentence 2 does
provide the direction of change. The negation term not would be
captured as a change modiﬁer.Active sentence structure 
AgentMod? AgentDir? (AgentMod,AgentDir)? (Age
(AgentMod,AgentDir)? (AgentDir, AgentMod)? ChangeMod
ChangeMod)? Change ChangeMod? ChangeDir? (ChangeM
ObjectDir? (ObjectMod,ObjectDir)? (ObjectDir, O
(ObjectMod,ObjectDir)? (ObjectDir, ObjectMod)?  
Passive sentence structure 
ObjectMod? ObjectDir? (ObjectMod,ObjectDir)? (Obje
(ObjectMod,ObjectDir)? (ObjectDir, ObjectMod)? ChangeM
ChangeMod)? Change ChangeMod? ChangeDir? (ChangeM
AgentDir? (AgentMod,AgentDir)? (AgentDir, AgentMod)? 
(AgentDir, AgentMod)?
Fig. 1. Candidate surface level patterns to explicit claim automatically (Optional informa
occur in any order, before, after or before and after the primary information facet. For exa
after the direction or the agent. Passive and active tense changes the agent and the obje(2) The inhibitory effects of RAPA on DC maturation are not due
to increased apoptosis.
When expressing the directionality for concepts that play the
role of an agent, an author will typically use a different word for
the direction and the agent, and similarly for concepts that play
the role of an object. However, when expressing change authors
frequently use the same word to express both the change and
the change direction. For example in sentence 3, increases is both
the change and change directionality. In this case, annotators were
told to identify the most speciﬁc facet and mark increases as change
directionality. The change modiﬁer would be reportedly. The agent
is trauma, and the object on which the change takes place is hema-
topoietic progenitor cells. Lastly, this example demonstrates how to
differentiate between the object – in this case cell and the charac-
teristics of the object, which is called a modiﬁer – in this case
frequency.
(3) Trauma reportedly also increases the frequency of hemato-
poietic progenitor cells.
Annotators would identify multiple claims in sentence 4. The
object of all 12 claims is APP, which is modiﬁed by mRNA levels.
The six agents PP, Wy-14 643, WY, gemﬁbrozil, di-n-butyl phthalate
and di-(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate would have an agent modiﬁer rats
in the ﬁrst six claims and mice for the second six claims. Although
manually annotating conjunctions is time consuming, capturing
claims at this level of detail is ultimately required to advance the
information tools described in Section 1. Moreover, the data from
this analysis will be made available to other natural language pro-
cessing researchers who may ﬁnd this level of detail helpful when
developing new methods to identify claims automatically.
(4) Exposing rats or mice to various PP, including Wy-14 643
(WY), gemﬁbrozil, di-n-butyl phthalate, or di-(2-ethylhexyl)
phthalate, results in altered hepatic mRNA levels for APP.
Sentences with genes and proteins where not speciﬁcally tar-
geted in this study, but several sentences reported a gene–protein
relationship and were captured in the Claim Framework, thusntDir, AgentMod)? Agent AgentMod? AgentDir?
? ChangeDir? (ChangeMod,ChangeDir)? (ChangeDir,
od,ChangeDir)? (ChangeDir, ChangeMod)? ObjectMod?
bjectMod)? Object ObjectMod? ObjectDir?
ctDir, ObjectMod)? Object ObjectMod? ObjectDir?
od? ChangeDir? (ChangeMod,ChangeDir)? (ChangeDir,
od,ChangeDir)? (ChangeDir, ChangeMod)? AgentMod?
Agent AgentMod? AgentDir? (AgentMod,AgentDir)? 
tion facets are depicted by ?). The modiﬁer and directionality information facets can
mple, an agent may have a modiﬁer or a direction and the modiﬁer can be before or
ct roles.
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Claim Framework. For example, annotators recorded an explicit
mediating change that was initiated by the agent peroxisome prolif-
erator-activated receptor on the object peroxisomal gene expression
described in sentence 5.
(5) Changes in peroxisomal and microsomal gene expression
induced by peroxisome proliferators are mediated by the
peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor (PPAR)_1, a
member of the nuclear receptor superfamily.3.3. Implicit claims
Cromie noted that causatives could be direct or indirect [21, p.
172] and authors of a scientiﬁc article can be conservative when
making a claim, so the Claim Framework includes an implicit cat-
egory. As with explicit claims, implicit claims require both an agent
and an object, but the change term, when provided is not as deﬁn-
itive as explicit claims. Consider sentence 6, where the author does
not say that exposure to peroxisome proliferators cause the in-
crease in the number of peroxisomes, but the temporal word after
strongly suggests that a causal claim exists. The term proliferators
also suggests that the number of peroxisomes would increase.
(6) In liver the number of peroxisomes increases from about
500–600/cell to >5000/cell after exposure to peroxisome
proliferators.
Sentence 6 provides a good example of how to differentiate be-
tween the object peroxisomes and the object modiﬁers in the liver,
and number. In addition, the number of peroxisomes (from about
500–600/cell to >5000/cell) is non-essential information and thus
would be annotated as a change modiﬁer. Although the distinction
between explicit, and implicit, and observations (Section 3.6) is
subtle such distinctions are critical when interpreting scientiﬁc
communication accurately, using either an automated or a manual
approach.3.4. Correlations
Correlations under-specify the nature of a scientiﬁc claim. For
example, rather than stating that A causes B, an author will state
that A is correlated with B. This claim category is similar to the pro-
portional to, characterizes, coincides, and relationship categories that
have been recently introduced into the GENIA project [6].
Unfortunately when an author reports a correlation between
concepts A and B, there is no way to establish if A caused B, B
caused A, or if there exists a third concept C that causes both A
and B. The author may not know, or scientiﬁc tradition may require
that an author use the term cause judiciously. In either case, knowl-
edge of correlations can be helpful in advancing science and are
thus captured in the Framework. A correlation captures two con-
cepts A and B, such as in sentence 7, where concept A is plasma
nm23-H1 level and concept B isWBC count. The change term in this
case is correlation with a change modiﬁer of statistically signiﬁcant.
(7) A weak but statistically signiﬁcant correlation was observed
between the plasma nm23-H1 level and the WBC count
(Fig. 1, n = 102, r = 0.437, P < 0.0001).
As with explicit claims and observations, negation is recorded
as a modiﬁer as demonstrated in sentence 8, where concept A is
platelet number, concept B is propeptide levels, the change term is
relationship with the change term modiﬁer no.(8) However, there was no relationship between platelet num-
ber and propeptide levels (not shown).
Authors typically include more than one claim in a sentence,
and the claims can be of different categories. Consider sentence 9
where the ﬁrst claim is a correlation between the FV anticoagulant
activity (concept A) and APC-mediated cleavage (concept B), with
the modiﬁers expression and at Arg-406 in FV for A and B, respec-
tively. The directionality for concept A is increased. The second
claim in sentence 9 is also a correlation between the same concept
A and Arg-306(concept B), with a claim modiﬁer of not. The third
claim is a correlation between the same concept A and Arg-679,
with a claim modiﬁer not. Thus for sentence 9, three correlation
claims would be captured.
(9) Our results show that increased expression of FV anticoagu-
lant activity correlates with APC-mediated cleavage at Arg-
506 in FV, but not with cleavage at Arg-306 nor at Arg-679.
3.5. Comparisons
As with correlations, comparisons also under-specify a claim
because the author of the article does not explicitly state that the
nature of the relationship is causal. Consider sentence 10, where
patients with AML are compared to normal controls. Authors
may provide the basis on which they make a comparison, such
as plasma concentration of nm23-H1 in sentence 10. The direction-
ality of the change is higher. Modiﬁers such as negation and signif-
icance can also apply to comparison sentences, such as in sentence
11 where the author states that the protein elevation was
signiﬁcant.
(10) The plasma concentration of nm23-H1 was higher in
patients with AML than in normal controls (P = 0.0001).
Sentence 11 has a similar basis to sentence 10 – the plasma level
of nm23-H1 protein, and similar concepts A and B. However, the
author used a different sentence structure when describing con-
cept A – AML patients in (10) and patients with AML in (11) – and
different terminology when describing concept B – normal controls
in (10) and healthy controls in (11). Unifying these alternative rep-
resentations is beyond the scope of the framework; however, the
Uniﬁed Medical Language System [37] or hyponym detection tools
[38] could be achieved to resolve terminological differences.
(11) The plasma level of nm23-H1 protein was signiﬁcantly ele-
vated in AML patients (n = 102; mean SD, 61.8 34.6 ng/mL)
compared with the healthy controls (n = 21, 6.1 4.1 ng/mL;
P = 0.001).
Annotators where initially told to maintain the order of the con-
cepts within a comparison sentence such that the ﬁrst concept in
the sentence was labeled as concept A, and the subsequent concept
was labeled concept B. However, the pilot study revealed that the
order of terms within a sentence do not always reﬂect the direction
of change, thus annotations were corrected so that the change term
is always associated with concept A, regardless of the order of con-
cepts within a sentence.
3.6. Observations
Observations inform the reader that a change has occurred, but
observations are under-speciﬁed because the author does not pro-
vide the agent that initiated the change. Thus, in contrast to expli-
cit and implicit claims that both require an agent and object,
Fig. 2. Annotation process in the pilot study.
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author tells us that the nm21-H1 protein level (the object) has in-
creased (the object direction), but he or she does not reveal what
caused the increase. It would be incorrect to infer that the agent
was SML-M2 patients rather annotators would mark this phrase
as an object modiﬁer. Sentence 12 implies statistical signiﬁcance
from the text (P = 0.0002), but the proposed framework currently
detects only statements that state signiﬁcance in the text.
(12) However, the plasma nm21-H1 protein level was increased
in SML-M3 patients (P = 0.0002).
An earlier version of the Claim Framework required that anno-
tators mark the basis of each claim; however, the pilot study re-
vealed that authors infrequently articulate the basis of their
claim. Thus, the observation category of the Claim Framework
has an optional rather than required basis.4. The annotation process
The ﬁrst hypothesis tested in this paper, is that the Claim
Framework described in Section 3 accurately reﬂects how authors
communicate claims in a peer-reviewed journal article. In this sec-
tion, the process used to verify this hypothesis is described through
a small pilot study, larger main study, and ﬁnally an annotation re-
view. If the Claim Framework is valid, then we should ﬁnd that any
claim made within a scientiﬁc article that describe empirical
experiments should conﬁrm to one or more of the Claim Frame-
work categories described in Section 3. We took used a two-step
process comprising of a pilot an main study, where changes to
the information facets within each claim categories were allowed
during the pilot study but no deviation from Section 3 were made
for the main study. Thus, our goal during the annotation process
was to identify all claims made in the set of scientiﬁc articles
and we base the validity of our working hypothesis on the number
of claims that do not conform to the Claim Framework.4.1. Pilot study
The pilot study comprised four full-text articles from the
Genomics Text Retrieval (TREC) collection [5]. The author provided
a draft of Section 3, a verbal explanation, and the sentences from
each article to two informatics students who were not involved
with developing the Claim Framework. She then instructed the stu-
dents to apply the framework to each sentence without regard to
how a system might complete the process automatically. Students
were encouraged to mark all claims in the papers, even if the claim
did not conform to the Claim Framework.
Fig. 2 captures the pilot study process, where annotators inde-
pendently marked a set of sentences and then met to discuss difﬁ-
cult sentences and to resolve differences. My original intent was to
work through 10 articles during the pilot study, but the group
reached consensus much more quickly than I expected and thus
we moved forward with the pilot analysis and then the main study.4.2. Main study
The main study uses the same process as the pilot, where the
author and student annotators met weekly to discuss the annota-
tions, this time with 25 full-text TREC articles. One change be-
tween the pilot study and the main study was the use of an
interface (shown in Fig. 3) that wrote annotations directly to a
database, rather than entering the annotations into a spreadsheet
ﬁrst.The results of the pilot study suggest that claims were not
equally distributed among the sections of an article. I did consider
annotating only those sections from the pilot study that contained
a high proportion of claims, but such a strategy would not reveal
how well the distribution of the four pilot study articles compared
with the 25 articles in the main study. Thus annotators considered
all sections in the main study; with the exception of sentences that
appeared in the footnotes, references or acknowledgements.
4.3. Annotation review
An annotation review was initiated to ensure consistency. First,
the set of sentences that had been marked by at least one annota-
tor during either the pilot or main study were identiﬁed and ran-
domly assigned to each annotator. For each 110 sentences
marked by Annotator A, 20 sentences were also marked by Anno-
tator B. The author manually checked the duplicated sentences
(the annotators did not know which sentences were duplicated)
and provided immediate feedback to both annotators. The dupli-
cated sentences form the bases of the inter-rater reliability mea-
sures reported in Section 5.5. The annotation review was
repeated for 5 days and then Annotator B reviewed the remaining
sentences (see Fig. 4).
5. Annotation results
If the framework is sound, authors would use this and only this
framework when describing their claims and the annotators would
agree on the facets shown in Table 1.
5.1. Summary
A total of 3228 claims were made in the full-text of the 29 arti-
cles, and annotators marked on average 8.70 words per claim. Ta-
ble 2 demonstrates that nearly all claims (99.04%) include an object
and most claims include an agent (89.65%). In sharp contrast, very
few authors include the dimension of change (5.11%) when making
a claim. On ﬁrst inspection the proportion of claims that include a
change appears small (58.77%), however authors frequently use a
change term that also indicates directionality (70.48%). Taken to-
gether, authors indicate a change or change directionality term in
3115 of the 3228 (96.50%) claims. Table 4 also shows that the num-
ber of words annotated as modiﬁers is higher than the correspond-
ing agent (3.57 versus 1.80) or object (3.44 versus 2.14).
I was curious to see how the directionality and modiﬁer anno-
tations were distributed among the agents, objects, claims and
change dimensions. Table 3 shows the number of change terms
that have an accompanying directionality (70.48%) or modifying
term (60.46%). Of the agents and objects annotated, about half also
had a modiﬁer (43.05% and 48.86%, respectively), but fewer than
Fig. 3. Interface used in the main study and the annotation review.
Fig. 4. Annotation review process.
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(9.85% and 8.48%, respectively).
The annotators were strongly encouraged to mark claims in the
paper, even if the claim did not conform to the existing Claim
Framework. Fourteen of the 29 articles reported at least one claim
that did not conform to the framework. Thirty-one claims in total
were identiﬁed from 27 different sentences. Thus 31/3228
(0.96%) of claims made did not conform to the Claim Framework.5.2. Claims per article
The number of claims made in each of the 29 full-text articles in
the pilot and main studies varied greatly between 2 and 241 and
on average, an author will make 111.31 claims. Of the 191 sen-
tences in an average article, 43 will contain at least one claim
(22.79%). Of the 5535 sentences that were manually reviewed,
1250 made at least one claim. Table 4 shows that authors typically
make more than one claim within a sentence (average 2.51 claims
per sentence).
The claims captured in this study should be considered as a
lower bound, as no effort was made to identify or resolve ana-
phoric references in this experiment, which may increase the num-
ber of claims per article.
5.3. Claims per category
The distribution of claims made within each of the categories
outlined in Section 3 varied greatly, from only 87 implicit claims
to 2489 explicit claims. As shown in Table 5, the distribution be-
tween the development and test collections were similar, and that
explicit claims were the dominant category.
5.4. Claims per section
Table 6 shows that the claims made in an article are not evenly
distributed among the major article sections. These results show
that authors include the greatest proportion of claims in the dis-
cussion section (43.15%) followed by the introduction (28.56%)
and the results section (23.44%). Most importantly these results
Table 4











9488698 59 181 32.60 185 3.14
9490665* 46 132 34.85 105 2.28
9624157 56 206 27.18 139 2.48
9934846 72 194 37.11 156 2.17
10190548 11 91 12.09 29 2.64
10357793 65 176 36.93 181 2.78
10478844 89 315 28.25 195 2.19
10734097* 84 269 31.23 210 2.50
10753222 18 83 21.69 49 2.72
10774813 12 196 6.12 20 1.67
10841827* 9 184 4.89 22 2.44
10869455 58 308 18.83 115 1.98
10869467 31 187 16.58 77 2.48
11133801 36 121 29.75 82 2.28
11133804 43 169 25.44 115 2.67
11238176 23 128 17.97 56 2.43
11238195 28 108 25.93 63 2.25
11698348 68 231 29.44 220 3.24
11719701 30 190 15.79 84 2.80
12482853 33 229 14.41 75 2.27
12507938 1 132 0.76 2 2.00
12637506 36 106 33.96 76 2.11
12805656 64 254 25.20 200 3.13
14514660 23 138 16.67 63 2.74
15131011 34 355 9.58 77 2.26
15133033* 81 185 43.78 241 2.98
15310864 63 205 30.73 201 3.19
15447978 32 197 16.24 71 2.22
15901911 45 265 16.98 119 2.64
Total 1250 5535 3228
Average 43.1 191 22.79 111.31 2.51
* Denotes an article in the pilot study.
** Footnotes, references, and acknowledgments sections were not considered.
Table 2
Number of annotated terms made in the set of claims.
Annotation Both collections Development Test
Total (%) Words (Avg) Total (%) Words (Avg) Total (%) Words (Avg)
Agent 2894 89.65 5221 1.80 374 93.97 583 1.56 2520 89.05 4638 1.84
Agent direction 285 8.83 291 1.02 43 10.80 45 1.05 242 8.55 246 1.02
Agent modiﬁer 1246 38.60 4448 3.57 164 41.21 647 3.95 1082 38.23 3801 3.51
Object 3197 99.04 6849 2.14 397 99.75 874 2.20 2800 98.94 5975 2.13
Object direction 271 8.40 283 1.04 50 12.56 50 1.00 221 7.81 233 1.05
Object modiﬁer 1561 48.36 5383 3.44 182 45.73 540 2.97 1379 48.73 4843 3.51
Change 1897 58.77 1953 1.03 207 52.01 218 1.05 1690 59.72 1735 1.03
Change direction 1337 41.42 1358 1.02 196 49.25 206 1.05 1141 40.32 1152 1.01
Change modiﬁer 1147 35.53 1618 1.41 186 46.73 249 1.34 961 33.96 1369 1.42
Claim basis 165 5.11 394 2.39 27 6.78 72 2.67 138 4.88 322 2.33
Claim basis direction 42 1.30 43 1.02 7 1.76 8 1.14 35 1.24 35 1.00
Claim basis modiﬁer 86 2.66 266 3.09 8 2.01 25 3.13 78 2.76 241 3.09
Total 3228 28,107 8.70 398 3517 8.84 2830 24,590 8.69
Table 5
Distribution of claims in each category.
Category Total (%) Development (%) Test (%)
Explicit claim 2489 77.11 332 83.42 2157 76.63
Implicit claim 87 2.70 3 0.75 84 2.98
Observation 298 9.23 24 6.03 274 9.73
Correlation 174 5.39 12 3.02 162 5.75
Comparison 165 5.11 27 6.85 138 4.9
Total 3228 100 398 100 2830 100
Table 3
Number of core annotation facets that include directionality and modiﬁcations.
Annotation Total Directionality Modiﬁer
Agent 2894 285 9.85 1246 43.05
Object 3197 271 8.48 1561 48.83
Change 1897 1337 70.48 1147 60.46
Claim basis 165 42 25.45 86 52.12
Total 3228
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in the abstract. Although an author may be more likely to placeimportant claims in the abstract, these results suggest that existing
annotation and extraction efforts are missing 92.14% of the claims
made by an author.5.5. Inter-rater reliability
Annotators A and B identiﬁed at least one claim in 543 and 851
sentences, respectively, from the sentences in the annotation re-
view (see Section 4). Of those 1394 sentences, both Annotators A
and B marked at least one claim for 144 sentences. Inter-rater reli-
ability compares the individual annotators with the consensus
view for those 144 co-annotated sentences, which is called the
gold standard in subsequent sections of this paper.
Any given sentence can have multiple claims; thus, simply
counting the number shared annotations between two sentences
will lead to an inaccurate measure of inter-rater reliability. To alle-
viate this concern sentences are paired based on the number of
shared words. Each claim identiﬁed by Annotator A is paired with
at most one claim in the gold standard for the same sentence. Sim-
ilarly each claim marked in the gold standard is paired with at
most one claim marked by Annotator A. The process is then re-
peated for Annotator B. The results in Table 7 show that the total
number of relationships identiﬁed in gold standard (GS) and each
of the annotators (An) and the number of sentences that have at
least one word in common (An + GS). Using this loose similarity
suggests that of the relationships identiﬁed by the annotators,
most were correct (precision 95.64%) but that annotators missed
relationships that were included in the consensus standard (recall
85.30%). The lower recall value reﬂects the tediousness of the man-
ual annotation process.
Inter-rater reliability was measured using the kappa statistic
[39] based on the number of words shared between each annotator
and the gold standard. The agent and object annotations had a kap-
pa statistic of 0.71 and 0.77, respectively, and the change annota-
tions had a kappa statistic of 0.57. If both change and change
Table 6
Distribution of claims with a major article section.*
Section Total sentences Pilot study sentences Main study sentences
With claim Total % sect. % claim With claim Total % sect. % claim With claim Total % sect. % claim
Abstract 98 309 31.72 7.84 10 29 34.48 4.55 88 280 31.43 8.54
Introduction 357 979 36.47 28.56 64 127 50.39 29.09 293 852 34.39 28.45
Method 6 1121 0.54 0.48 0 125 0.00 0.00 6 996 0.60 0.58
Result 293 1829 16.02 23.44 47 227 20.70 21.36 246 1602 15.36 23.88
Discussion 539 1406 38.34 43.12 99 254 38.98 45.00 440 1152 38.19 42.72
Total 1250 5535 22.58 100.00 220 770 28.57 100.00 1030 4765 21.62 100.00
* Note the total row exceeds the column total because article 15901911 has a section titled Results and Discussion.
Table 7
Comparison between claims in the gold standard and the original annotations.
Gold standard Annotator Annotator +
gold standard
Precision Recall
Annotator A 398 364 347 95.33 87.19
Annotator B 398 346 332 95.95 83.42
Average 398 355 339.4 95.64 85.30
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creases to 0.88. Using the interpretation of the kappa statistic
[39], these results show substantial agreement for agents and ob-
jects, moderate agreement for change alone and almost perfect
agreement when considering either change or change direction.6. Automated explicit claim detection
The second hypothesis explored in this paper is that the claims
identiﬁed during the manual annotation process described in Sec-
tion 3 can be identiﬁed automatically. This paper explores only ex-
plicit claims because they dominated both the development and
test collection. Speciﬁcally, there were 332 of the 398 (83.42%)
claims in the development collection and 120 of the 144 (83.33%)
sentences had at least one claim. Similarly, 2157 of the 2830 claims
(76.63%) in the test collection and 881 of the 1106 sentences
(80.08%) had at least one explicit claim. By deﬁnition an explicit
claim must include an agent, and object and a change term or
change direction.
If the second claim is valid then the automated system should
identify all explicit claims from the set of articles (i.e. the system
should achieve perfect recall) and all the claims proposed by the
system should be correct (i.e. the system should achieve perfect
precision). However, achieving perfect precision and recall are
unrealistic goals for any automated system, particularly when
you consider that even the manual annotators failed to identify
some claims made within the articles. Moreover, the goals of
achieving perfect precision (the proportion of correct claims) and
perfect recall (the proportion of correct claims actually identiﬁed)
are conﬂicting. For example, a system could guarantee perfect re-
call simply by returning every statement in every article, however,
the precision of such a system would be very low. This section de-
ﬁnes the similarity metrics between human and automated anno-
tations and Section 7 provides a detailed report of the system
trade-off between precision and recall.
The system described in this section was developed and tuned
using only the articles in the pilot study, which we call the devel-
opment collection. The system was then tested using articles from
the main study, which we call the test collection.
6.1. Automated approach
The proposed approach combines semantics in the develop-
ment collection and a large corpora of full-text articles in biomed-icine used in the genomics track of the Text Retrieval Conference
(TREC) [35], with syntax provided by the Stanford Parser’s depen-
dency grammar [40] (version 1.5).
At the core of the approach is the lexico-syntatic path represen-
tation of a sentence. Fig. 5 shows the dependency grammar for sen-
tence 1 and the claim paths that the system. Nodes in the path
represent words and punctuation from the original sentence. Edges
represent both the dependency grammar label (such as nsubj,
dobj) and a symbol indicating upward(") or downward(;) move-
ment in the tree. Fig. 5 shows the three lexico-syntactic paths that
are required to capture the agent and object terms within the ﬁrst
claim, and the two paths required to capture the agent and object
terms in the second claim of sentence 1. Sentence 13 shows that
long paths may be required to capture the agent and object in-
volved in a claim.
Using the exact lexico-syntactic paths in the development col-
lection, such as those shown in Fig. 5 would have good perfor-
mance on the development collection, but the entire path is
unlikely to generalize to new sentences and thus would perform
poorly on subsequent collections. My goal is to identify semantic
and syntactic characteristics of lexico-syntactic paths that will
generalize well to the claims made in new sentences. I considered
a variety of features and describe only those that worked well in
Sections 6.2 and 6.3.6.2. Lexico (semantic) features
The ﬁrst set of features focus on the words in the lexico-syntac-
tic path. By deﬁnition explicit claims include an agent, object, and a
change or change direction term. Analysis of terms in the pilot
study revealed that the change and change directionality terms
are more likely to generalize, so the system only considers lex-
ico-syntatic paths that pass through a candidate change direction-
ality or a change term.6.2.1. Directionality
I did consider using only the directionality terms marked in the
development collection; however, given the small number of sen-
tences, I was concerned that the terms would not generalize well.
Instead I generated the dependency parse for all sentences within
the 162,259 full-text articles from the Genomics TREC collection
[35]. The majority of directionality terms in the development col-
lection were verbs, so I collected all words that were (a) used as
a verb in the sentence, as depicted in the dependency tree and
(b) deﬁned as a verb in a dictionary. I used the UMLS SPECIALIST
lexicon, but any English dictionary could be used to identify candi-
date verbs.
There were 7,767 distinct base form verbs that were used be-
tween one and 1.6 million times. Working from the most to the
least frequently used verb, I manually marked words that were
indicative of direction and provided up and down where appropri-
ate. The system used 174 verbs, 55 indicated a general direction, 45
Fig. 5. Dependency tree and lexico-syntactic paths for claims from sentence 1 and 13.
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marked verbs made up only 1.3% of the total number of verbs in
the genomics TREC collection, they were used more than 7.6 mil-
lion (16.45%) times.
Most directionality terms were verbs, but the development col-
lection did reveal several forms that are morphologically related to
a verb and has the meaning of that verb, but have the syntactic
characteristics of a noun. The number of non-verb terms accounted
for only a small percentage of the total directionality occurrences
in the development collection, but I created simple rules (such as
adding ion to verbs ending with ss) to nominalize each of the iden-
tiﬁed change verbs. The system used to populate the Claim Frame-
work uses both the manually identiﬁed verbs and the
nominalization rules.6.2.2. Change terms
As with the directionality terms, most change terms in the
development collection were verbs. I again worked through the list
of verbs in the genomics TREC collection, this time marking verbs
that indicated change. The 208 marked verbs represented only
2.68% of all the verbs, but accounted for more than 10 million of
the 46 million (22.06%) verb usages.
6.2.3. Terminal node constraints
The underlying premise of the proposed approach is that there
exists a lexico-syntatic path between the agent and the object. To
improve precision, the system removes paths that start or end with
words in any of the following linguistic categories: auxiliary (such
as are, be), conjunction (such as and, but), determiner (such as the,
C. Blake / Journal of Biomedical Informatics 43 (2010) 173–189 183a), preposition (such as of, at), modal (such as can, may), or pro-
noun (such as that, it). This constraint helps to ensure that terminal
nodes are valid agents and objects.
6.3. Syntactic features
Syntactic features capture the syntax of the lexico-syntatic path
and comprise both the dependency grammar label and a symbol
indicating upward(") or downward(;) movement in the tree.
6.3.1. Path length quality
Although the path length does not consider the grammar or the
direction, path length is listed as a syntactic feature because path
length is a function of the grammatical structure of a sentence.
The path length quality is the normalized probability that a path
of length j is a claim. A non-claim path is any subject–verb–object
pattern that satisﬁes the terminal node constraints and contains a
change or directionality term, and which was not manually anno-
tated as a claim.
PðlengthjÞ ¼
Frequency of claim paths with length j
Frequency of non-claim paths with length j
Path length qualityj ¼ PðlengthjÞ
X
PðlengthiÞ
h i.6.3.2. Grammar quality
The grammar quality is the probability that a given edge (the
grammar label and direction) in position i in a path of length j, indi-
cates a claim. For example in the development collection, the most
frequent edge in position 1 of paths with a length of 2 is nsubj",
which correctly identiﬁes a claim in 15.56% of cases, so
P(claim|nsubj"12) = 0.1556. Similarly the most frequent edge in po-
sition 2 of paths with a length of 2 is dobj;, which correctly iden-
tiﬁes a claim in 11.56% of cases, so P(claim| dobj;22) = 0.1156.
Experiments in this paper consider both the general grammar
quality (see equation below) and a normalized version where all
of the grammar quality scores at position i in a path of length j total
one.
PðclaimjgrammarijÞ
¼ Frequency of the dependency grammarij anddirectionij for claimpaths
Frequencyof the dependency grammarij anddirectionij for non-claimpaths
Where the label and direction appears in position i of a path with
length j.
6.3.3. Claim quality
The claim quality is the probability of a label and direction at
position i in a path of length j, given that the grammar and direc-
tion is a claim path. For example, there are 23 claim paths with
length 2, and nsubj" appears at position 1 in 21 of those paths,
so P(nsubj"12|claim) = 0.9130. Similarly, 20 of the paths with
length 2, have a label dobj; in position 2, so
P(dobj;22|claim) = 0.8696.
PðgrammarijjclaimÞ
¼ Frequency of dependency grammarij anddirectionij for claimpaths
Frequency of dependency grammarij anddirectionij for non-claimpaths
Where the label and direction appears in position i of a path with
length j.
6.3.4. Total syntactic quality and smoothing
The overall syntactic quality considers the grammar and claim
quality and the probability that a path of length j is a claim. All esti-
mates are generated from the set of syntactic paths that include achange or change direction in the development (pilot) collection
only.
Quality pathj ¼ PðlengthjÞ PPðclaimjgrammarijÞ
PPðgrammarijjclaimÞ
Where the grammar and direction appears in position i of a path
with length j.
Given limited data, the test collection is likely to contain labels
that are not in the development collection. If the system were to
assign zero to every unseen label then the unseen labels would
dominate the quality. I explored two smoothing functions. The de-
fault smoothing assigns 0.0001 to any zero probability score, and
minimum smoothing considers the minimum quality as shown
below:
Smoothingij ¼ minðqualityjpath length; path position; quality
> 0Þ=10; 0007. Automation results
If successful the approach outlined in the Section 6 should accu-
rately identify all (perfect recall) and only (perfect precision) the
claims from the test collection that were identiﬁed manually. Sys-
tem performance on both the development and test collections is
reported.
7.1. Summary of lexico-syntactic paths
Of the 332 explicit claims in the development collection, only
three (0.90%) do not include a change or change direction. The pro-
portion was slightly higher in the test collection where 54 of the
2157 (2.5%) explicit claims do not include a change or change
direction. Claims without a change or change direction were ex-
cluded from the subsequent analysis because, by deﬁnition an
agent, object, and change or change direction are required for ex-
plicit claim. To achieve perfect performance the system should
identify all 329 in the development collection and 2103 claims in
the test collections. As shown in Fig. 5, multiple paths are typically
required to capture a single claim. In these documents there were
1007 and 7312 distinct paths in the development and test collec-
tion, respectively. There was one additional sentence in the test
collection that included a list of results. Because the parser was
not designed to deal with such sentences we removed the one ex-
plicit claim from the test collection, leaving 2102 claims and 6569
paths.
7.2. Lexico (semantic) features
7.2.1. Directionality
The system correctly identiﬁed 125 out of the 145 terms that
were annotated as directionality for an agent, object or change
word in the development collection, providing recall of 0.86. The
manually identiﬁed verbs captured all but 10 terms, where one
term alone, growth was annotated 10 times. The remaining nine
terms included seven nouns (development, excess, inhibitors, loss,
proliferation, stimuli, over-expression) and an adjective (greater).
The system predicted 155 directionality verbs in the development
collection, thus providing a precision of 0.80.
The approach achieved good recall in the test collection, where
the system identiﬁed 568 of the 685 (0.83) directionality terms
successfully. However, precision was somewhat lower in the test
collection where only 568 of the 1078 proposed terms were correct
(0.53). A subsequent investigation of this discrepancy revealed that
































(A) Grammar product using minimum smoothing 
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been annotated using the less precise annotation change. In keep-
ing with good scientiﬁc method, no change was made to the anno-
tations in the test collection.
7.2.2. Change terms
The manually annotated verbs correctly identiﬁed 179 of the
197 occurrences of explicit change terms in the development col-
lection (0.91). Of the 18 missing terms only three were verbs (elicit,
introducing, required) and the remaining terms were either nouns
(response, responses, conversion, development, differences, one
prepositional phrase (due), exposure, homeostasis, inhibitor, loss,
recovery) or an adjective (greater). Similarly to the directionality,
the precision of the causation terms was not as good as the recall,
where the system proposed 291 terms, thus providing a precision
of 0.62. This suggests that authors use causation terms for a variety
of purposes within an article.
In the test collection, the system identiﬁed 1053 of the 1358
causation terms correctly resulting in a recall of 0.77. As with the
directionality, the semantic terms were less precise, as the system
proposed 1861 terms, resulting in precision of 0.57.
7.2.3. Summary of semantic features
After applying the semantic constraints described in Sections
6.2.1–6.2.3, there were 909 paths in the development collection
and 5132 in the test collection. Thus the maximum recall after
applying the semantic constraints is 90.27% and 78.08% for the
development and test collections, respectively. Although the preci-
sion of these constraints is reasonable, I did design the system to
favor recall over precision as syntactic features are applied to only
those paths that satisfy semantic constraints.
7.3. Syntactic features
The syntactic features were only applied to paths that satisﬁed
the semantic constraints. Both the development and test collection
results are presented in this section, but I did not analyze the test
collection until after all features in the development collection
were analyzed and all tuning was complete. A path is correct when
the system identiﬁes the agent, change, and object triple from the
corresponding triple in the development (test) collection. Recall is
the number of correct system identiﬁed paths divided by the num-
ber of paths in the development (test) collection and precision is




















Fig. 6. Lexico-syntactic paths for claims are typically shorter than paths for non-
claims.number of system identiﬁed paths. Ideally the system should
achieve recall and precision of 1, but in practice these metrics com-
pete with each other. To better understand the impact of different
syntactic features we considered only the 909 (development) and
5132 (test) paths that were available after the semantic constraints
had been applied.7.3.1. Path length
The lexico-syntactic paths that connected agents and objects in-
volved in an explicit claim were, on average shorter than in a non-
claim path (development 8.48 versus 11.80; test 7.22 versus
11.86). The maximum path length for a claim node was 21 nodes
in both collections, compared with a maximum of 35 and 39 nodes,
respectively, for non-claim paths the development and test collec-
tions. Fig. 6 shows the overall path distribution for paths less than
22 nodes and suggests that claim paths are rarely more than 15
nodes long.7.3.2. Grammar quality
A good discriminating metric would be systematically higher
(or lower) for claim paths than for non-claim paths. Fig. 7 showsPath length





















Fig. 7. Total grammar quality for claim and non-claim paths (development
collection).
Fig. 8. Precision-recall trade-off for grammar quality (development collection).
C. Blake / Journal of Biomedical Informatics 43 (2010) 173–189 185the minimum, average and maximum total grammar quality for
claim path versus and the corresponding non-claim path values.
The minimum grammar quality product for claims is much higher
than for non-claim paths, and the average values are also system-
atically higher than the corresponding average for non-claim paths
(note the log scale). However, the maximum values for both the
product and the average grammar quality for claims and non-
claims are very similar, particularly when the path length is shorterFig. 9. Precision-recall trade-off for gramthan 13 nodes. Thus, Fig. 7 suggests that using grammar quality
will result in poor precision. One approach to alleviate poor preci-
sion is to constrain terminal nodes, such as requiring that both ter-
minal nodes in a path be of a given gene or a protein. This proposed
system does not use domain speciﬁc constraints as that would lim-
it the domains where the system could be used. The normalized
version of the grammar quality (data not shown), shows similar
differences to the total grammar quality.mar quality only (test collection).
(A) Claim quality product 

























































Fig. 10. Total claim quality (development collection).
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the development collection when using the grammar quality. The
normalized grammar total has the lowest precision. Precision per-
formance improves drastically when paths are constrained to have
a normalized grammar greater than 0 for all nodes. The non-nor-
malized grammar total showed better performance than the nor-
malized metric and applying the non-zero constraint also
improved performance. Motivated by the data presented in
Fig. 7, an additional constraint removed any path with a total
grammar quality less than the minimum in the gold standard (data
not shown). The minimum threshold constraint improved preci-
sion at higher values of recall, but the improvement was negligible.
In addition to the total grammar quality, three different gram-
mar products were explored. The ﬁrst normalizes the grammar
and replaces each step that has no grammar direction with
1/10,000 of the minimum value for the given path position and
path length and shows the best precision performance for recall
less than 0.1. The second product, treats missing values the same
but does not normalize the grammar value at each path position
shows drastically lower performance compared with the normalized
version for very low values of recall (less than 0.02), but then set-
tles to a few percent lower than the normalized product. The third
and ﬁnal product, which ignores the minimum value and assigns
1/10,000 to any missing grammar direction step has slightly lower
precision for values of recall greater than 0.1. These results suggest
that the optimal combination of grammar parameters in the devel-
opment collection is the normalized product or the grammar total
with constraints.
Fig. 9 shows the precision and recall trade-off for the grammar
quality alone with the test collection, where quality values are esti-
mated from the development set. The grammar total performance
is much lower in the test set than the development set, suggesting
that this metric does not generalize well to new collections. Better
performance can be achieved by constraining the total such that
the value at each step is greater than zero, particularly for low val-
ues of recall (<0.1). The precision improves as the minimum
threshold at each step is increased from zero to 0.005–0.01, but
as Fig. 8 shows clearly, the improved precision comes at the ex-
pense of recall, which is reduced to 0.68 and 0.54, respectively.
Several product thresholds were applied. Precision for the nor-
malized grammar product again achieved the best performance,
stabilizing to 5–10% lower the corresponding precision in the
development set, but this metric appears unstable at very low val-
ues of recall (<0.05). As with the development set, the unnormal-
ized grammar achieves slightly lower precision, but the
difference is slightly less in the test collection than it was in the
development set. The lowest quality product precision perfor-
mance was where the minimum grammar was ignored for missing
grammar-direction nodes and a value of 1/10,000 was applied.
Thus suggesting that tuning the replacement value for missing
grammar-direction nodes does not over-ﬁt to the development set.
7.3.3. Claim quality
As with the grammar quality the analysis starts with exploring
how well the claim quality discriminates between claim and non-
claims paths. Fig. 10 shows that the minimum, maximum and
average total claim quality product for claim paths is systemati-
cally higher than non-claim paths and that the difference becomes
more pronounced as the path length increases. Similarly to the
grammar quality, the maximum values for claim and non-claim
paths less than 13 are almost identical, which will make perfect
precision impossible without sacriﬁcing recall. In contrast to gram-
mar quality, the claim quality increases with an increase in the
path length.
Fig. 11 shows the precision-recall trade-off for different thresh-
olds of the claim quality in the development collection. The totalclaim quality provides the worst precision, but when the claim
value at each step is required to be greater than zero, the
performance improves drastically. The claim product has lower
precision and there is little difference between assigning 1/10,000
of the minimum claim quality versus the default smoothing quality
of 1/10,000, regardless of the minimum value. This result suggests
that the total claim with constraints will provide the best
result.
As with the development collection, the total claim quality in
the test set has the worst precision. Although the constraint where
each step is greater than zero improves performance, the precision
in the test set is much worse than in the development collection
which suggests that the total claim quality does not generalize well
to new collections. In contrast, the precision of the claim quality
product is about 5–10% lower than development collection, except
for values of recall less than 0.05, where the precision performance
appears unstable. As with the development collection, there was
little difference in precision for the default smoothing versus a
replacement that considers the minimum values (see Fig. 12).7.3.4. Overall syntactic quality
The data shown in Fig. 13 supports the working hypothesis that
combining syntactic features will provide a more accurate ranking
Fig. 11. Precision-recall trade-off for total claim quality (development collection).
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mance in the development collection is similar for the grammar to-
tal and claim product, the grammar total with a non-zero
constraint and claim product, and the normalized grammar prod-
uct with the claim product. Performance is lower, but similar for
the total normalized grammar quality combined with the total
claim and the normalized grammar total and claim total. The de-
fault smoothed grammar and the claim product results in the low-
est precision.
The results on the test collection (shown in Fig. 14) tell a dif-
ferent story, and show that the combined total grammar
(regardless of normalization) and total claim provide the worstFig. 12. Precision-recall trade-off foprecision performance. These results are typical for a metric that
has been over-ﬁt to the development data. In this experiment,
any path value in the test collection that does not appear at
least once in the development set is removed from the candi-
date set of claim paths. In contrast the metrics that generalize
well include the grammar total and claim product which has
an average precision in the test collection of only 0.068 less
the development collection. Similarly the precision for the gram-
mar total and claim product that has an additional constraint
such that each step in the claim product must be greater than
zero drops only 0.030 between the development and test
collections.r claim quality (test collection).
Fig. 13. Precision-recall trade-off in the development collection.
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This paper introduces a new domain independent annotation
scheme called the Claim Framework, which reﬂects how scientists
communicate ﬁndings of empirical studies within the full-text of
the articles. In contrast to earlier work on protein–gene and dis-
ease–treatment relationships that are constrained to bioinformat-
ics and clinical informatics, respectively, there is nothing in the
Claim Framework that is limited to a domain, and thus has the po-
tential to reﬂect communication throughout biomedicine, and willFig. 14. Precision-recall tradethus increase the number of opportunities to bridge between sub-
ﬁelds in biomedicine. My working hypothesis is that the Claim
Framework will apply equally well to ﬁelds beyond biomedicine
and I am currently in the process of applying the framework to
chemistry articles with promising results.
One key contribution is that the Claim Framework differentiates
between explicit and implicit claims and captures under-speciﬁed
claims such as comparisons, observations, and correlations. Distinctions
between levels of evidence become increasingly important as we
move from information extraction of concepts or relationships-off in the test collection.
C. Blake / Journal of Biomedical Informatics 43 (2010) 173–189 189towards models of information synthesis, such as in collaborative
information synthesis [41,42].
This study provides one of the few information extraction
examples that consider full-text, rather than limiting the analysis
to the title and abstract only. The results suggest that scientists
typically make claims in the discussion section of an article. Most
importantly the results show that only 7.84% of the claims made
in an article are made in the abstract, which highlights the impor-
tance of considering the full-text during annotation efforts. These
ﬁndings should motivate other researchers to invest the additional
pre-processing effort required to collect the body of an article
rather than just the abstract.
In addition to the Framework, this paper introduces a method to
populate the Claim Framework automatically by applying seman-
tic and syntactic constraints to a dependency grammar representa-
tion of a sentence. The approach represents a signiﬁcant departure
from previous work that places tight constraints on terminal
nodes, such as requiring genes and proteins, and instead empha-
sizes the verb within a lexico-syntactic path. In contrast the ap-
proach proposed in this paper uses a general language parser
that was not speciﬁcally trained with biomedical text, and will
therefore generalize equally well to other scientiﬁc domains. The
results support my working hypothesis that combining semantic
and syntactic features provide better precision and recall than each
feature separately.
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